
Year 4 - History Overview

Topic How should we remember the Ancient
Egyptians?

When did the railways arrive in Britain? What was the impact of the Roman
Empire in Britain?

Linked Books

Prior learning Chronology
Recognising that the Egyptians precede other
topics studied and where they fit on a timeline.
Monarchy and Power
Knowledge of the role of Kings and Queens.
Invention and Innovation
Knowledge of how other topics studied are
linked to the outside world through trade.
How the vikings used rivers to trade and create
settlements.
Empire and Civilization
Knowledge that the Vikings and Anglo-Saxons
were tribes that had formed into kingdoms

Chronology
Topics studied around this time
Knowing what working conditions were like

in other periods studied -  for mill workers

during the wool industry.

Knowledge of what life was like in Bradford

in Victorian times

Monarchy and Power
Knowledge of who ruled Britain around this
time.
Invention and Innovation
Knowledge of modes of transport and their
importance to trade and transport, such as
the role of canals and rivers in other topics
studied - Wool industry, Vikings, etc
Empire and Civilization

Chronology
Recognising that the Roman Empire existed
alongside segments of the Egyptian
civilization timeline
Knowledge of Anglo-Saxon arrival during
Roman times and  post-Roman groups
living in Britain such as the Vikings..
Monarchy and Power
Knowledge of Anglo-Saxon and Viking
monarchs and control  in England as well
as Egyptian Pharaohs.
Knowledge of how lives of monarch
differed to subjects in topics studied
Invention and Innovation
Knowledge of how other topics studied are
linked to the outside world through trade
Empire and Civilization
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Knowledge of the British Empire from
studying the Victorian period.

Knowledge that the Vikings and
Anglo-Saxons were tribes that had formed
into kingdoms and how that differs to a
civilisation such as the Egyptians.

Historical
concept

Historical significance Cause and Consequence Historical significance

Substantive
knowledge

Chronology
Understand that the Egyptian Civilisation
spanned millenia and ran alongside other
civilisations.

Monarchy and Power
Understand that the Egyptians had a system of
hierarchy.
Understand who had power and influence
during this period.
Understand that a person's place in the
hierarchy influenced the jobs and
responsibilities and beliefs they had.
Invention and Innovation
Understand the role of scribes.

Empire and Civilisation
Understand what is meant by ‘civilisation’.

Chronology
Understand when railways became the main
mode of transport and when this fits on the
chronological timeline in relation to other
periods of time studied.

Monarchy and Power
Understand the different roles the railways
played for the ruling class and the working
class.

Invention and Innovation
Understand why the railways became the
main method of transport.

Empire and Civilisation
Understand the role of the railways
throughout the British Empire.

Chronology
Understand where the settlement of the
Romans fits on the chronological timeline
in relation to the Celts and arrival of the
Anglo Saxons.

Monarchy and Power
Understand the hierarchy and role of the
emperor in controlling the Roman Empire.
Understand the role and importance of the
Roman army.
Understand the struggle for power in
Britain.
Understand  why the Romans invaded
Britain.

Invention and Innovation
Understand the differences between
Roman, Celtic and Saxon ways of life.
Understand the influence of trade and
natural resources in their way of life.

Empire and Civilisation
Understand the formation and decline of
the Roman Empire.
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Understand  the similarities and
differences between the Roman and
Egyptian New mpire.
Understand the legacy of the Romans in
Britain

New
Vocabulary

Chronology
Era
Empire and Civilisation
Civilisation
Pharoah
Scribes
Ancient

Empire and civilisation
Empire

Monarchy and Power
Emperor
Caesar


